Development and experimental in vivo validation of mathematical modeling of laser coagulation.
Most clinical procedures using the laser are based on thermal laser-tissue interactions. The treatment often consists of inducing damage of given degree and extent by heating the tissue. The aim of this study was to develop a model called HELIOS. The ability of HELIOS to predict thermal coagulation was evaluated by comparison with in vivo experimental results. Conversion of laser light in tissue was studied using the beam-broadening model. Temperature was described by the heat conduction equation solved using the finite difference method. The tissue denaturation was modeled by the Henriques equation leading to the determination of the damage coefficient omega. For a given set of laser and tissue parameters, HELIOS makes a graphic representation of coagulation necrosis and temperature evolution in tissue. HELIOS was validated by experimental studies in vivo on rat liver using a CW Nd:YAG laser, a CO2 laser, and an argon laser. For given sets of laser parameters, temperature measurements were performed using an infrared camera. Histological examinations were carried out on samples to quantify the depth of coagulation necrosis. Experimental data obtained in vivo were compared with those calculated using HELIOS and similar sets of parameters. The difference between the predicted temperature evolution on tissue surface and that measured by the infrared camera was < 5 degrees C in all cases. The difference between the predicted coagulation necrosis depth and the corresponding experimental one was < 10%. In conclusion, HELIOS allows good prediction of tissue temperature and coagulation necrosis.